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Introduction

Introduction
Global Network newsletter is written to help reflexologists understand the
conception and development of Facial and Neuro foot reflexology therapy's so
that trained therapists may have confidence in its application.
The articles will inform students and other readers about the fantastic work
done by some students around the world as well as letters from happy
patients.
Global Network and the International Institute collects cases from students
and patients around the world.
Please help us with more cases.
You can find more than 300 case studies linked to all our web pages:

www.facialreflexologyschool.com
www.facialreflexologyschool.com
www.temprana.org

Letters I got from patients, parents & students
Bjs mother from Denmark wrote: (Bj is 12 years and suffering a serious autism)
Hi Lone. My son Bj have had Temprana reflex therapy every day now since 1st. July 2011 and it works well.
For the first time in his life he could go along with the school on an outing and he fared well with the other children. It is
also the first time, Bj. participating in folk dances (3 dances) and he can now better take the clothes of and on and have
become very adept at swimming. Incredibly, he is fine around his toilet now! Bj sleep a lot better.
Can you help me with this visual problems too?.
Lizzie from Als, Denmark wrote: It goes well with my client. Feet and leg are now with NO paralysis after 6 years of
paralysis Hooray!
Fantastic Lone!
From Ania Krauze, Poland. instructor of the International Institute in Warsaw, Feedback from a patient after
treatment:
"I came across facial reflexology at the beginning of maternity, which is a beautiful time, but also exceptionally hard.
After birth my daughter was taken to incubator, because she was ill. In order to induce lactation I was given a breast
pump at a hospital, which didn´t work. I didn´t know there was a problem due to lack of experience. I drank lots of
lactation tea, and it didn´t help either, the milk didn´t appear. I cried,
because there is nothing worse for a mother than inability to provide the best for your own child, especially in illness.
After three days I was able to be with my daughter and traces of milk appeared, but still to scarce to
feed her. Before the first reflexology treatment I was able to pump enough milk for one feeding of my child, but it
required 3 "sessions" with the breast pump. Only three hours after the first treatment I was able to pump
enough milk for feeding. What a tremendous relief! I was even happier, when the next massage brought even a quicker
result: after the treatment I managed to breast feed the baby and provide her with the amount of milk
prescribed by doctors! It was my first contact with facial reflexology, and I belong (or rather belonged) to a group of
sceptics in terms of massage and "super methods" in general. Now I am an enthusiast of facial massage- it is hard to
question its effectiveness, the results came immediately! I will recommend the massage also because it is deeply
relaxing, it´s doesn´t hurt and is simply pleasant. I was surprised that the massage gradually relaxed all my muscles.
For me it was a new experience, because it´s hard for me to relax and tense muscles are painful. At that time I was
stressed because of the illness of my child, lack of milk, lack of sleep and the hospital being renovated, so the massage
was accompanied by the noise of sledgehammers - despite all that during the treatment I felt relaxed, I "flew away",
and then I stood up calm and full of strength." Kasia

Lone Sorensen

Maria & soldiers/Yellow Ribbon Facial Reflexology project
by Lone Sorensen on Saturday, 17 September 2011 at 23:30
Maria is now a woman in her late 50ties. She have been a sergeant of the USA Amy for 27 years. Maria has been in
war many times- Japan- Korea- Middle east etc, etc. until she one day got very sick of intoxication. She was poisoned
by lead, like thousands of other soldiers have been poisoned partly because they live in a cloud of lead from bombs
and machine guns.
Maria was very sick. She became paralyzed in her body, she couldn't move her legs. Maria is a very strong woman - a
very strong and active personality and after a while in hospital she decided to do other things to help her own health
and in this way she came across Medical Qigong. Practicing Medical Qigong using Chinese medical herb
supplement too. In this way Maria became very much better with her health problems. In her searching around after
more methods to help herself she came across mushroom medicine and she began a big project growing mushrooms
herself. But she came across Facial Reflexology too.
The day Maria came to attend her first and second module of Facial Reflexology education in North Carolina she
could still not move and lift her legs by itself out or into her car. Maria needed help or with quite a lot of difficult she
was able to lift her legs herself using her arms.
4 days later - finishing the 2 first module of Facial Reflexology Maria was able to walk away and she could just
jump into and out of her car. From this day Maria came into the world of Facial Reflexology with all her fantastic
energy. She did absolutely all courses the International Institute offer in USA - included Temprana Reflex Therapy
and her aim is to help other soldiers having the same or similar situation as she had herself.
Maria is working hardly and privately to create a very big center - like a natural rehabilitation center using Facial
Reflexology, Temprana Reflex therapy, Medical Qigong and Mushroom medicine as tool.
Maria is also leading the Yellow Ribbon Facial Reflexology project.
Yellow Ribbon is a USA government project with the aim to offer soldiers coming home from war with many kinds
of problems such as post- traumatic issues, missing limbs, intoxications etc, etc- to get back to life in one or another
way.
Yellow Ribben offer support for the family of soldiers, to get back to a normal work, mental help, all kinds of
health support- and here facial Reflexology came into the Yellow Ribbon project.
Maria with other students in USA are offering Facial Reflexology to soldiers during the active days of Yellow
Ribbon. The objective is to tell soldiers about this natural and effective possibility to help with all kinds of health's
issues, mental as well psychically. In the same time it is a possibility for Maria and the International Institute to get in
touch with soldiers suffering Post Trauma and Phantom pains, as we have planed to realize a research in the
future about both.

Joe Ann treating soldie
NORTH CAROLINA 2011

Linny treating other soldie

Using Facial Reflexology for Post Trauma in Japan
by Lone Sorensen on Saturday, 17 September 2011 at 23:37
Another successful project using Facial Reflexology for Post Trauma has been in Japan - related to the last earth
quack and tsunami were thousands of persons suffered loose of families, loose of home etc. were affected.
Mai, our youngest Japanese instructor are leading together with the International Institute a direct project helping a
big group of people affected by Post Trauma and other health's problems in the area of Fukushima, The specific
group was from the beginning 2000 personas.
From the very beginning our project has been very difficult and nearly impossible.
How could we help so many people? Even 2000 persons was too much for Mai too treat. Even she tried.
The international Institute decided with Mai to organize a self help program using Facial Reflexology as a tool. The
International Institute organized a special program for Post Traumatic issues. The International Institute also
supported with Rose hip oil for the group of people Mai was treating and teaching. Mai and her husband Nori started
teaching people self help and how to help each other in smaller groups, but even is seemed very difficult.
Luckily we got help from a very important Japanese publisher called MOOK. MOOK is now preparing our self help
program in the next book / magazine and MOOK help us to get the program distributed to all affected
- now spread all over Japan in new homes- but still with terrible Post Traumas

Fukushima

Fukushima

Treatment of Facial reflexology by Nori

Treatment of Facial reflexology by Mai
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